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I feel centered and make great trading decisions

I will only take trades that give me a reward which clearly outweighs my risk

I always trade with a reason

I always take calculated risks

I will maintain sound judgment at all times

Making huge amounts of money on the stock market is easy

I adapt easily to new trends

I am a skilled stock market trader

I will develop the investor mindset

I live and breath investing

 I will find other things to do besides watching my trades after they are live

I take investing seriously

I am a great investor

I continue to press toward my goals regardless of setbacks

I will stay in control even when things are going bad

Making great investments comes naturally to me

I am excited about following my trading rules because the profits give me

freedom and security

I will not interfere with my trades without just cause

My trading efforts are becoming more consistent

I am happy to take a profit and I will not be greedy
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I am energized by my exhilarating daily routine

I will find other things to do besides watching my trades after they are live

I take investing seriously

I am a great investor

I continue to press toward my goals regardless of setbacks

I will stay in control even when things are going bad

I will listen to my financial advisor when I’m panicked

Success on the stock market is becoming a reality

I am finding myself more in control of my emotions

I will ride with the trend until it changes direction

I am transforming into a hard worker

I know it’s possible to make huge amounts of money from investing

I will keep going and going until I have mastered investing

I am turning into someone who is able to make great investments

I am dedicated to becoming a successful investor

I can see trends developing in the market

I will become a wealthy stock trader

I am becoming a successful stock trader

I will resist the urge to act when no action is required

People see me as someone who knows about investing

News and fundamentals will not influence my trading decisions
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I always work hard

I am constantly improving my stock trading knowledge

I love investing

I will continue to build my portfolio and perfect my trading efforts

I am able to be patient when I need to be

I invest in my trading education and myself

I will treat the latest investment fad as exactly what it is and not react to it

I always make sure to keep a positive attitude

My mind is highly focused on making great investments

I just naturally make big money from my investments

I live and breath the stock market

I will make huge amounts of money on the stock market

I will not expect the stock market to only rise in value

Positive thinking comes naturally to me

I am consistently following my trading plan

I am excited to fill out my trading journal every week because it makes me a

world-class trader

I find it easy to work hard

I will not try to predict the future or listen to those who claim they can

I always keep a positive attitude in life no matter the outcome

My mind is highly focused and aware
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Successful stock trading is normal for me

I am attracting abundance into my life, in a way that is best for everyone

involved

I am not emotionally affected by my profits or losses

I will learn everything possible to become successful

I am a professional trader and I will not engage in gambling my money in the

markets

I am becoming someone who always stays positive

I will always take the time to do proper research

I make sure to always take calculated risks

I enjoy learning more about investing

I am feeling completely in sync with the primary trend and effortlessly take

trades in that direction

I am excited about learning new trading skills because they pay for the things I

want in my life

I will make investing my passion

I have a trading journal and I use it religiously

I take stock trading seriously

I make sure to keep myself up to date on all market trends

I am enjoying the freedom, abundance and fun that comes with professional

trading
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Making money on the stock market is just a normal part of my life

I will trade with the dominant daily trend as much as possible

I am becoming better at investing by the day

I will be patient and let trading opportunities present themselves to me rather

than overtrade

I enjoy developing my stock trading knowledge

I am extremely grateful for all of my profitable and negative trades as they

teach me something new

I am naturally persistent

I have an intuition for making great stock trades

I am turning into a highly skilled investor

I will avoid any kind of “noise.”

I trade according to what the market is doing, not what I think it ‘should’ be

doing

I make that I have tested my trading strategy before implementing them

Making accurate forecasts is becoming easier and easier

I will not check my investment account statements any more than absolutely

necessary

I am a successful trader

I am grateful that I effortlessly pay for every expense and luxury in my life

I do not go into trades blindly
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I will learn everything possible about investing

I am able to be extremely patient when needed

I always minimize loss and maximize profits

I believe in my trading strategy completely and whole heartedly

I am relaxing and having fun after I place trades

I will not make investing more complicated than it needs to be

I always practice proper risk management

I love stock market trading

I will stick to the investment plan I set when things were calm even when things

are not going right
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